A Message from Its President:
With the inability to control terrorism in
evidence, worldwide, the need for an immediate solution to long standing cultural
problems is now undeniable. Without this
solution, it’s only a matter of time before
weapons of mass destruction enter this
equation, along with their eventual use.
Historically, force and intimidation have
proved effective in suppressing dissent.
However, with the growing availability of
high tech weaponry all this has now
changed. Until the world comes to this
realization and acts accordingly, we
will continue to be at direct risk from all
that we forcibly disenfranchise. Hence,
we better find a way to resolve cultural
disputes now, before it is too late.
In the past, no one understood how to
break this cycle of violence. However,
thanks to an advancement in "knowledge
theory," as it is embodied in the Eden
projec t, we now have a way.
This promise finds application through a
unique formula that gives equal voice
to all cultures and the ideologies that
comprise them. Hence, it affords everyone the level of dignity that is consistent
with their birthright as a human person.
By so doing, it successfully promotes the
needed tolerance central to establishing
the necessary dialogue required to defuse
those issues which, if left unchecked, are
poised to destroy all life on earth.

In addition to its humanitarian ef for t ,
which is of unprecedented importance,
the Ed en proj ec t is also structured to
be self-sufficient -- once it is up and
running. Also, as a cooperative venture
between the not-for-profit sector and
the World’s business community, it is
geared to provide enormous economic
potential for all who choose to partner
with it. Being global in scope, it will
afford unparalleled opportunities in
the world of education, publishing ,
communications, audiovisual, etc. If you
are interested in participating, please
act accordingly.
Specifics can be considered in greater
detail by going to the Eden Institute’s
website at: www.edenorg.com (Internet)
or by contacting the Eden Institute
directly at the address listed below.
Join with us to help make a meaningful
difference in the World, while there is still
time. You owe it to everyone you love,
including those who have yet to become
important to you.

The Eden Inst itute
c/o Donald Sagar - President /Architect
1063 Creek Locks Road
Rosendale, NY 12472
email: eden1@localnet.com
Phone: 845.331.8429

